Simple reaction times (RTs) of the left or right hand with or without simultaneous vocalization were examined in 14 righthanded subjects. RTs of the simultaneous tasks were longer than those of the single tasks and slowing of RT was larger on the manual than vocal response, particularly on the right side. The results are interpreted as reflecting a different mode of processing in the left and right hemispheres. reaction time; interference effect; hemispheric differentiation Recent studies reported that the manual performance could be varied with the simultaneous speaking. The performance with speaking was less effective than that without speaking, especially on the right hand (Kinsbourne and Cook 1971; Hicks 1975) . This interference would be due to a functional overlap of speaking and motor control in the left hemisphere (Lomas and Kimura 1976). Several manual tasks such as dowel balancing (Kinsbourne and Cook 1971; Lomas and Kimura 1976), finger tapping or button-pressing Ashton 1975, 1978; Bowers et al. 1978) and simple reaction time (RT) (Low and Rebert 1978; Rizzolatti et al. 1979) were examined with concurrent mental or verbal performance to analyse the interference effect. Bilateral simultaneous movements took more time to produce motor effect than the separated movement of either arm alone, but the slowing of RT in the simultaneous movement was not different in the left and the right arm , and the degree of interference was the same in the left and right hand . In the present study, we investigated the simple RT of the left or right hand with simultaneous vocalization, and analysed a possible hemispheric differentiation of the interference effect of vocalization on motor performance.
Recent studies reported that the manual performance could be varied with the simultaneous speaking. The performance with speaking was less effective than that without speaking, especially on the right hand (Kinsbourne and Cook 1971; Hicks 1975) . This interference would be due to a functional overlap of speaking and motor control in the left hemisphere (Lomas and Kimura 1976) . Several manual tasks such as dowel balancing (Kinsbourne and Cook 1971; Lomas and Kimura 1976) , finger tapping or button-pressing Ashton 1975, 1978; Bowers et al. 1978) and simple reaction time (RT) (Low and Rebert 1978; Rizzolatti et al. 1979) were examined with concurrent mental or verbal performance to analyse the interference effect. Bilateral simultaneous movements took more time to produce motor effect than the separated movement of either arm alone, but the slowing of RT in the simultaneous movement was not different in the left and the right arm , and the degree of interference was the same in the left and right hand . In the present study, we investigated the simple RT of the left or right hand with simultaneous vocalization, and analysed a possible hemispheric differentiation of the interference effect of vocalization on motor performance.
METHOD
The experiments were performed on 14 right-handed laboratory staffs, seven male and seven female, aged from 21 to 43 years.
In a quiet room the subject was seated comfortably on a chair with eyes closed and the forearms rested on a desk. The subject was first given a warning verbal signal and 2-4 sec afterwards a peep sound (1000 Hz, 100 dB, 50 msec duration). The subject was beforehand instructed to respond as quickly as possible to the peep sound with extension of the middle finger and/or vocalization, `Pa'.
A small metal knob was taped on the ventral surface of the middle finger and made contact with the metal plate on which the hand rested. A switch formed between the metal knob and the plate was opened when the finger lifted, thus signalling the precise instance of ` off time'. About 10 cm apart from the subject's mouth was placed a unidirectional microphone (AIWA DM-508) which detected the subject's vocal response. Both the off signal and vocal responses were displayed on a memoscope (SANEI 7T07A). The intervals between the stimulus onset and each of the mechanical and vocal responses were measured with a msec scale.
The tasks were as follows: 1) single tasks (three tasks) ; extension of the left middle finger, that of the right, or vocalization, and 2) simultaneous tasks (two tasks) ; extension of the left middle finger with vocalization, or extension of the right middle finger with vocalization. These five tasks were tested in a randomized order with each block of five same trials. When the subject failed to respond to a stimulus, the trial was repeated. The interval between trials was 5-10 sec. The geometric means were calculated for 20 trials in each task. Table 1 shows the means and standard deviations of RTs in all subjects. RTs of each hand were longer on the simultaneous tasks than on the single tasks. The differences of RTs between the single and simultaneous tasks were calculated in each subject, subtracting RT of a single task from that of a simultaneous task (left hand; 9.6 msec, t=3.768, d f =13, p<0.01: right hand; 19.1 msec, t=6.655, df=13, p<0.001). The differences of RTs between the two tasks were larger on the right hand than on the left hand (t=5.030, df=13, p<0.001).
RESULTS
Slowing of vocal response was significant on the simultaneous task with the right hand (difference; 6.8 msec, t=2.682, d f =13, p<0.05), but not with the left hand (difference; 0.8 msec, t=0.240, d f =13). In the simultaneous task of the right manual and vocal responses compared with those in the single task, the extent of slowing was larger on the manual than vocal response (t=3.982, d f =13, p<0.01), whereas there appeared to be a greater slowing of the left manual than vocal response, though not significant (t=2.007, d f =13, p <0.1).
DISCUSSION
The present results indicate that RTs of the simultaneous tasks are longer than those of the single tasks, and that slowing of RTs in the simultaneous tasks are larger on the manual than vocal response, particularly on the right side. This asymmetry of the interference effect was not observed in the bilateral simultaneous movements of arms and hands . Thus, the asymmetry of the interference effect would be elicited only in the case of simultaneous tasks of the manual and vocal performance. Kinsbourne and Hicks (1978) have suggested that, when the voice and one hand are concurrently active, there will be greater interference between the voice and the right hand than between the voice and the left hand, assuming that the vocal response should be controlled predominantly by the left hemisphere.
However, our data have shown that the vocal response was little affected by combined performance of either side of the hand. Karp et al. (1971) reported that the verbal response, saying `Now' to the electrical cutaneous stimuli, was not dependent on the side of the cerebral lesion. In our observations, patients with aphasia could perform the present tasks as normal subjects did. It is well known that vocalization occurs with equal frequency from stimulation of the dominant and the non-dominant hemispheres (Penfield and Rasmussen 1952) . The vocal response in the present experiment seems to be performed by either of the two hemispheres with nearly equal potentiality. Therefore, compared with the manual response, the vocal response would be less affected in the stimultaneous tasks.
If the vocal response is executed by both hemispheres, a greater interference of vocal to the right than to the left manual response should be attributed to a different mode of processing in the left and right hemispheres, for example, a serial and a parallel processing characteristic to the respective hemispheres (Cohen 1973) . 
